
EVALUATION (1st workshop in Portugal)

1º how is it going to be related to or integrated with the normal 
activities of the involved schools?

PORTUGAL:  The theme of the Project “From violence to coexistence” is 
worked in clases like “citizenship”. All students involved in the Project will 
practice their English, learn about other countries and be more aware 
about the coexistence topic

NETHERLAND: We already  use puppets in our anti-bullying  method, with 
special characteristics. The methode uses capes in the higher groups . The 
phylosofy is,  however ,the same, using characters and gaps to disscus 
problems at more anonymous level.

ITALY: We think that it could be an objective to students of the 1st clases 
of Primary where the age is six years old, to devolope positive value. It can 
be integrated with the activities using cyrcle time.

GREECE: DES school through teaching of Yoga and Emotional Intelligence 
will use both the final product of the Yogastories created by all partners 
and the Person Dolls presented by the Protugues team in order to 
familiarise our students even more with the buylling prevention 
techniques and the alternatives ways of expressing their emotional stade.

SPAIN:  

- In a transversal way through all the subjects of the curriculum
- Adding new strategies to those that we already use or modifying 

the ones we have 
- Deepening team work with the teaching staff
- Dynamising a page where top ut more active participation with 

families and working with them in a cooperative way
- Giving an answer to the needs of the teaching staff that arose as 

result of the implementation of our projects, the acknowledgment 
obtained, the experience acquired in the different European schools 
and methodologies



2º how is participation in this activity going to benefit the involved 
participants?

PORTUGAL:  Our  school will benefit from this meeting because will learn 
new ways of dealing with violence and how the other countries will deal 
with it too. We will share our methodology and our knowledge , learning 
of other countries.

NETHERLAND: We will take back the ideas and will dissemination them 
among our colleagues and will try to incorporate more of the characters 
into our rolemodels.

ITALY: Participants involved will be benefit speaking about their feelings to 
solve their problems.

GREECE: All participants will learn new ways of dealing with the crusial 
issue of bullying into the school environment.  They will learn how is 
caused and all the necessary measures that need to be taken in order to 
prevent , it from happening, or stop it from expanding throughhand the 
students’ community.  On of these ways could be the use of Person Dolls

SPAIN:  

- Knowing the reality of other European countries in the same field 
and exchanging experiences, interacting with other teachers in a 
cooperative way for a common purpose.

- Acquiring more language skills  and different skills to include in all 
elementary courses: Effects of Yoga in the prevention of bullying, 
Person Dolls methodology…

- Obtaining the training in Person Dolls methodology and being able  
to certify other colleagues from our schools and other schools in the 
town.

- Participating in the activities and programs of our Project
- Obtaining new experiences, skills and Works tolos
- Working cooperatively with European colleagues and knowing their 

way of working


